
	  
Georgia O’Keeffe Flowers 

 
Supplies Needed: 
Day 1: 

Pencil 
Eraser 
Elmer’s glue (or Tacky Glue) 
Watercolor paper (approximately 10 ½” x 14”) 

 
Day 2: 

Color Wheel 
3” x 11” test strip of watercolor paper 
Watercolor paints 
Watercolor brushes 
Water 
Paper towel 

 
Background on Georgia O’Keeffe 
Georgia O’Keeffe was an American artist and could be classified as an 
abstractionist painter even though the subject matter of her paintings is clearly 
recognizable – a lily, hollyhock, iris or shell enormously enlarged to cover a 
whole canvas, all cleanly reduced to line and pattern, rendered in brilliant color, 
and executed with an intense lyricism that is very feminine.  She has been 
placed among the so-called “Immaculate”, a tendency of the 1920’s because of 
the extreme simplification of form and sharp-edged clarity of design.  You may 
wish to show the students copies of some of O’Keeffe’s work below or using 
the book, O’Keeffe:  One Hundred Flowers edited by Nicholas Callaway, 
published in 1987 by Knopf is association with Callaway Editions. 

 
  
   



	  
Flower Samples: 
Show the students some pictures of flowers for them to create their own painting in the 
style of O’Keeffe. 
 

  

  

     
 
 
Day 1 Instructions: 
 

1. Create a contour drawing of a flower of the 
student’s choice.  A contour drawing, 
which is another name for drawing the 
outline is made by focusing on the edges of 
an object - the outside of an object or the 
line made by a fold or pattern in the object.  
A plain contour has a clean connected line 
with no shading or details.  Encourage the 
children to draw the flower very large, 
having all 4 sides of the flower touching the 



	  
edge of the paper and to draw lightly. 

 
2. Using the glue, go over the simple lines in your contour drawing.  For lines that 

you want to stand out, make the glue thicker.  
 

3. Allow the glue to dry. 
 
Day 2 Instructions: 
 
Review color wheel with students 
-‐ Primary colors – the only true colors (red, 

blue, yellow) 
-‐ Secondary colors – two primary colors mixed 

together (green, orange and violet) 
-‐ Complementary colors – one primary color 

and the secondary color opposite it on the 
color wheel  

-‐ Analogous colors – colors that are adjacent to 
each other on the color wheel 

 
Practice watercolor techniques on test strip: 
-‐ Wet on wet – brush on clear water, tip the brush in a color and add it to the wet 

paper.  See the feathery effect it creates. 
-‐ Graded wash – brush across the top of the paper with a deep color, wipe some paint 

off with paper towel and dip in water, come down a little and go across the paper 
again.  Repeat 2 more times.  Color will fade out as you go. 

-‐ Two colors on a brush – load brush with one color and tip in another.  As you put 
the brush to the paper, don’t blend the two colors entirely so that both colors show 
through and also mix. 

 
Have students use these techniques to add color to their contour drawing.  Encourage 
them to use these techniques to add shading, shadow and detail to their flower.  After 
painting the flower, have them select either a complementary color or analogous color for 
their background.  
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